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1. Statement of Intent  

Layton Primary School understands that using online services is an important aspect of assessment for 

learning, raising attainment, promoting pupil achievement, and enhancing teaching and learning. The 

use of online services is embedded throughout the school; therefore, there are a number of controls 

in place to ensure the safety of pupils and staff.  

The breadth of issues classified within online safety is considerable, but they can be categorised into 

four areas of risk: 

• Content: Being exposed to illegal, inappropriate or harmful material, e.g. pornography, fake 

news, self-harm and suicide, and discriminatory or extremist views.  

• Contact: Being subjected to harmful online interaction with other users, e.g. peer pressure, 

commercial advertising, and adults posing as children or young adults with the intention to 

groom or exploit children.  

• Conduct: Personal online behaviour that increases the likelihood of, or causes, harm, e.g. 

sending and receiving explicit messages, and cyberbullying.  

• Commerce: Risks such as online gambling, inappropriate advertising, phishing and/or financial 

scams.  

The measures implemented to protect pupils and staff revolve around these areas of risk. Our school 

has created this policy with the aim of ensuring appropriate and safe use of the internet and other 

digital technology devices by all pupils and staff. 

The Online Safety Policy will operate in conjunction with other school policies, including those for 

Behaviour, Bullying, Harassment and ICT  

Creating a safe learning environment for Layton Primary School 

 



2. Roles and Responsibilities 

The Governors are responsible for: 

• Ensuring that this policy is effective and complies with relevant laws and statutory guidance.  

• Ensuring the DSL’s remit covers online safety.  

• Reviewing this policy on an annual basis.  

• Ensuring their own knowledge of online safety issues is up-to-date.  

• Ensuring all staff undergo safeguarding and child protection training, including online safety, 

at induction.  

• Ensuring that there are appropriate filtering and monitoring systems in place.  

• Ensuring that all relevant school policies have an effective approach to planning for, and 

responding to, online challenges and hoaxes embedded within them. 

 

The headteacher is responsible for: 

• Ensuring that online safety is a running and interrelated theme throughout the school’s 

policies and procedures, including in those related to the curriculum, teacher training and 

safeguarding. 

• Supporting the deputy DSL by ensuring they have enough time and resources to carry out their 

responsibilities in relation to online safety.  

• Ensuring staff receive regular, up-to-date and appropriate online safety training and 

information as part of their induction and safeguarding training.   

• Ensuring online safety practices are audited and evaluated.  

• Supporting staff to ensure that online safety is embedded throughout the curriculum so that 

all pupils can develop an appropriate understanding of online safety.  

• Organising engagement with parents to keep them up-to-date with current online safety 

issues and how the school is keeping pupils safe. 

• Working with the DSL and ICT technicians to conduct termly light-touch reviews of this policy.   

• Working with the DSL and governing board to update this policy on an annual basis.  

• In this school, the headteacher is the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL). 

The DSL is responsible for:   

• Taking the lead responsibility for online safety in the school.  

• Acting as the named point of contact within the school on all online safeguarding issues.  

• Undertaking training so they understand the risks associated with online safety and can 

recognise additional risks that pupils with SEND face online. 

• Liaising with relevant members of staff on online safety matters, e.g. the SENCO and ICT 

technicians.  

• Ensuring online safety is recognised as part of the school’s safeguarding responsibilities and 

that a coordinated approach is implemented.  

• Ensuring safeguarding is considered in the school’s approach to remote learning.  

• Ensuring appropriate referrals are made to external agencies, as required.   

• Working closely with the police during police investigations. 

• Keeping up-to-date with current research, legislation and online trends.  



• Coordinating the school’s participation in local and national online safety events, e.g. Safer 

Internet Day. 

• Establishing a procedure for reporting online safety incidents and inappropriate internet use, 

both by pupils and staff.  

• Ensuring all members of the school community understand the reporting procedure.  

• Maintaining records of reported online safety concerns as well as the actions taken in 

response to concerns.  

• Monitoring online safety incidents to identify trends and any gaps in the school’s provision, 

and using this data to update the school’s procedures.  

• Reporting to the governing board about online safety on an annual basis.   

• Working with the headteacher and our ICT Support providers to conduct termly light-touch 

reviews of this policy.   

• Working with the headteacher and governing board to update this policy on an annual basis.  

 

Our ICT Support providers are responsible for: 

• Providing technical support in the development and implementation of the school’s online 

safety policies and procedures.  

• Implementing appropriate security measures as directed by the headteacher.  

• Ensuring that the school’s filtering and monitoring systems are updated as appropriate.  

• Working with the DSL and headteacher to conduct termly light-touch reviews of this policy.   

 

All staff members are responsible for: 

• Taking responsibility for the security of ICT systems and electronic data they use or have access 

to.  

• Modelling good online behaviours.  

• Maintaining a professional level of conduct in their personal use of technology.  

• Having an awareness of online safety issues.  

• Ensuring they are familiar with, and understand, the indicators that pupils may be unsafe 

online. 

• Reporting concerns in line with the school’s reporting procedure.  

• Where relevant to their role, ensuring online safety is embedded in their teaching of the 

curriculum.  

 

Pupils are responsible for: 

• Adhering to the Acceptable Use Policy and other relevant policies.  

• Seeking help from school staff if they are concerned about something they or a peer have 

experienced online.  

• Reporting online safety incidents and concerns in line with the procedures within this policy. 

 

 

 



3. Managing online safety 

All staff will be aware that technology is a significant component in many safeguarding and wellbeing 

issues affecting young people, particularly owing to the rise of social media and the increased 

prevalence of children using the internet. 

The DSL has overall responsibility for the school’s approach to online safety, with support from 

deputies where appropriate, and will ensure that there are strong processes in place to handle any 

concerns about pupils’ safety online. The DSL should liaise with the police or children’s social care 

services for support responding to harmful online sexual behaviour. 

The importance of online safety is integrated across all school operations in the following ways: 

• Staff and governors receive regular training.  

• Staff receive regular email updates regarding online safety information and any changes to 

online safety guidance or legislation 

• Online safety is integrated into teaching and learning throughout the curriculum. 

• Assemblies are conducted termly on the topic of remaining safe online.  

 

Handling online safety concerns 

Any disclosures made by pupils to staff members about online abuse, harassment or exploitation, 

whether they are the victim or disclosing on behalf of another child, will be handled in line with the 

Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy. 

All staff will be aware that pupils may not feel ready or know how to tell someone about abuse they 

are experiencing, due to feeling embarrassed, humiliated, or threatened. Staff will be aware and 

recognise the importance of the presence and scale of online abuse or harassment, by considering 

that just because it is not being reported, does not mean it is not happening. 

All staff will be aware that harmful online sexual behaviour can progress on a continuum, and 

appropriate and early intervention can prevent abusive behaviour in the future. Staff will also 

acknowledge that pupils displaying this type of behaviour are often victims of abuse themselves and 

should be suitably supported. 

The victim of online harmful sexual behaviour may ask for no one to be told about the abuse. The DSL 

will consider whether sharing details of the abuse would put the victim in a more harmful position, or 

whether it is necessary in order to protect them from further harm. Ultimately the DSL will balance 

the victim’s wishes against their duty to protect the victim and other young people. The DSL and other 

appropriate staff members will meet with the victim’s parents to discuss the safeguarding measures 

that are being put in place to support their child and how the report will progress. 

Confidentiality will not be promised, and information may be still shared lawfully, for example, if the 

DSL decides that there is a legal basis under UK GDPR such as the public task basis whereby it is in the 

public interest to share the information. If the decision is made to report abuse to children’s social 

care or the police against the victim’s wishes, this must be handled extremely carefully and 

appropriate support provided to the victim. 



Concerns regarding a staff member’s online behaviour are reported to the headteacher, who decides 

on the best course of action in line with the relevant policies, e.g. the Staff Code of Conduct, 

Allegations of Abuse Against Staff Policy, and Disciplinary Policy and Procedures. If the concern is 

about the headteacher, it is reported to the chair of governors.  

Concerns regarding a pupil’s online behaviour are reported to the DSL, who investigates concerns with 

relevant staff members, e.g. the headteacher and ICT technicians, and manages concerns in 

accordance with relevant policies depending on their nature, e.g. the Behaviour Policy and Child 

Protection and Safeguarding Policy. 

Where there is a concern that illegal activity has taken place, the headteacher contacts the police. 

The school avoids unnecessarily criminalising pupils, e.g. calling the police, where criminal behaviour 

is thought to be inadvertent and as a result of ignorance or normal developmental curiosity, e.g. a 

pupil has taken and distributed indecent imagery of themselves. The DSL will decide in which cases 

this response is appropriate and will manage such cases in line with the Child Protection and 

Safeguarding Policy. 

All online safety incidents and the school’s response are recorded by the DSL and recorded on 

Safeguard.  

4. Online safety and the curriculum  

Online safety is embedded throughout the curriculum; however, it is particularly addressed in the 

following subjects: 

• Health education  

• PSHE/RSE  

• Citizenship  

• ICT 

• Assemblies as appropriate  

 

Online safety teaching and learning is always appropriate to pupils’ ages and developmental stages.  

Pupils are taught the underpinning knowledge and behaviours that can help them to navigate the 

online world safely and confidently regardless of the device, platform or app they are using. The 

underpinning knowledge and behaviours pupils learn through the curriculum include the following: 

• How to evaluate what they see online  

• How to recognise techniques used for persuasion   

• What healthy and respectful relationships, including friendships, look like 

• Body confidence and self-esteem 

• Consent, e.g. with relation to the sharing of indecent imagery or online coercion to perform 

sexual acts 

• Acceptable and unacceptable online behaviour  

• How to identify online risks  

• How and when to seek support  

• How to identify when something is deliberately deceitful or harmful 



• How to recognise when something they are being asked to do puts them at risk or is age-

inappropriate 

  

The DSL is involved with the development of the school’s online safety curriculum. Pupils will be 

consulted on the online safety curriculum, where appropriate, due to their unique knowledge of the 

kinds of websites they and their peers frequent and the kinds of behaviours in which they engage 

online. 

The school recognises that, while any pupil can be vulnerable online, there are some pupils who may 

be more susceptible to online harm or have less support from family and friends in staying safe online, 

e.g.  pupils with SEND and LAC. Relevant members of staff, e.g. the SENDCO and designated teacher 

for LAC, work together to ensure the curriculum is tailored so these pupils receive the information and 

support they need.  

Class teachers review external resources prior to using them for the online safety curriculum, to 

ensure they are appropriate for the cohort of pupils.  

External visitors may be invited into school to help with the delivery of certain aspects of the online 

safety curriculum. The headteacher and DSL decide when it is appropriate to invite external groups 

into school and ensure the visitors selected are appropriate.  

Before conducting a lesson or activity on online safety, the class teacher and DSL consider the topic 

that is being covered and the potential that pupils in the class have suffered or may be suffering from 

online abuse or harm in this way. The DSL advises the staff member on how to best support any pupil 

who may be especially impacted by a lesson or activity. Lessons and activities are planned carefully so 

they do not draw attention to a pupil who is being or has been abused or harmed online, to avoid 

publicising the abuse.  

During an online safety lesson or activity, the class teacher ensures a safe environment is maintained 

in which pupils feel comfortable to say what they feel and ask questions, and are not worried about 

getting into trouble or being judged.  

If a staff member is concerned about anything pupils raise during online safety lessons and activities, 

they will make a report in line with the Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy. The details will be 

recorded on Safeguard.   

If a pupil makes a disclosure to a member of staff regarding online abuse following a lesson or activity, 

the staff member will follow the reporting procedure outlined in the Child Protection and Safeguarding 

Policy.  

5. Educating parents  

The school works in partnership with parents to ensure pupils stay safe online at school and at home. 

Parents are provided with information on how to access the Online Safety Policy via the school 

website. If a cohort accesses ‘Blended Learning’, parents are sent a copy of the Acceptable Use Policy 

and sign this before an Ipad is sent home.  



Parents will be made aware of the various ways in which their children may be at risk and will be 

informed of the ways in which they can prevent their child from accessing harmful content at home, 

e.g. by implementing parental controls to block age-inappropriate content.  

Parental awareness regarding how they can support their children to be safe online is raised in the 

following ways: 

• Parents’ evenings   

• Newsletters  

• Online resources 

 

6. Internet access  

Pupils, staff and other members of the school community are only granted access to the school’s 

internet network once they have read and signed the Acceptable Use Policy for their device and have 

received their induction training.  

All members of the school community are encouraged to use the school’s internet network, instead 

of 3G, 4G and 5G networks, as the network has appropriate filtering and monitoring to ensure 

individuals are using the internet appropriately.  

 

7. Filtering and monitoring online activity  

Under the direction of the Headteacher, our ICT Support providers ensure the school’s ICT network 

has appropriate filters and monitoring systems in place. The filtering and monitoring systems the 

school implements are appropriate to pupils’ ages, the number of pupils using the network, how often 

pupils access the network, and the proportionality of costs compared to the risks. ICT Support 

undertake monthly checks on the filtering and monitoring systems to ensure they are effective and 

appropriate.  

Reports of inappropriate websites or materials are made to an ICT technician immediately, who 

investigates the matter and makes any necessary changes. If these have been accessed by a child, this 

incident is recorded on Safeguard.  

Deliberate breaches of the filtering system are reported to the DSL and ICT technicians, who will 

escalate the matter appropriately. If a pupil has deliberately breached the filtering system, they will 

be disciplined in line with the Behaviour Policy. If a member of staff has deliberately breached the 

filtering system, they will be disciplined in line with the Disciplinary Policy and Procedure.  

If material that is believed to be illegal is accessed, inadvertently or deliberately, this material will be 

reported to the appropriate agency immediately, e.g. the Internet Watch Foundation (IWF), CEOP 

and/or the police.  

The school’s network and school-owned devices are appropriately monitored. All users of the network 

and school-owned devices are informed about how and why they are monitored. Concerns identified 

through monitoring are reported to the DSL who manages the situation in line with the Child 

Protection and Safeguarding Policy. 



  

8. Network security  

Technical security features, such as anti-virus software, are kept up-to-date and managed by our ICT 

Support providers. Firewalls are switched on at all times. ICT Support review the firewalls on a weekly 

basis to ensure they are running correctly, and to carry out any required updates.  

Staff and pupils are advised not to download unapproved software or open unfamiliar email 

attachments, and are expected to report all malware and virus attacks to ICT Support and SLT.  

All members of staff have their own unique usernames and private passwords to access the school’s 

systems. Staff members are responsible for keeping their passwords private. Passwords have a 

minimum and maximum length and require a mixture of letters, numbers and symbols to ensure they 

are as secure as possible. Passwords expire after 90 days, after which users are required to change 

them.  

Users inform ICT Support technicians if they forget their login details, who will arrange for the user to 

access the systems under different login details. Users are not permitted to share their login details 

with others and are not allowed to log in as another user at any time. If a user is found to be sharing 

their login details or otherwise mistreating the password system, the headteacher is informed and 

decides the necessary action to take.  

Users are required to lock access to devices and systems when they are not in use. 

 

9. Emails 

Access to and the use of emails is managed in line with the Data Protection Policy, Acceptable Use 

Agreement, and the Pupil Confidentiality Policy and Staff and Volunteer Policy.  

Staff are given approved school email accounts and are only able to use these accounts at school and 

when doing school-related work outside of school hours. Prior to being authorised to use the email 

system, staff and pupils must agree to and sign the Acceptable Use Policy. Personal email accounts 

are not permitted to be used on the school site. Any email that contains sensitive or personal 

information is only sent using secure and encrypted email.  

Staff members are required to block spam and junk mail, and report the matter to ICT Support. The 

school’s monitoring system can detect inappropriate links, malware and profanity within emails – staff 

members are made aware of this. Chain letters, spam and all other emails from unknown sources are 

deleted without being opened.  

 

10. Social networking  

Personal use  

Access to social networking sites is filtered as appropriate. Staff are not permitted to use social media 

for personal use during lesson time. Staff members are advised that their conduct on social media can 



have an impact on their role and reputation within the school. The Staff Code of Conduct contains 

information on the acceptable use of social media – staff members are required to follow these 

expectations at all times. 

Staff receive training on how to use social media safely and responsibly. Staff are not permitted to 

communicate with pupils or parents over social networking sites and are reminded to alter their 

privacy settings to ensure pupils and parents are not able to contact them on social media. Where 

staff have an existing personal relationship with a parent or pupil, and thus are connected with them 

on social media, e.g. they are friends with a parent at the school, they will disclose this to the DSL and 

headteacher and will ensure that their social media conduct relating to that parent is appropriate for 

their position in the school. 

Pupils are taught how to use social media safely and responsibly through the online safety curriculum.  

Concerns regarding the online conduct of any member of the school community on social media are 

reported to the DSL and managed in accordance with the relevant policy, e.g. Anti-Bullying Policy, Staff 

Code of Conduct and Behaviour Policy.  

Use on behalf of the school  

The school’s official social media channels are only used for official educational or engagement 

purposes. Staff members must be authorised by the headteacher to access to the school’s social media 

accounts.  

All communication on official social media channels by staff on behalf of the school is clear, 

transparent and open to scrutiny.  

 

11. The school website  

The headteacher is responsible for the overall content of the school website – they will ensure the 

content is appropriate, accurate, up-to-date and meets government requirements.  

The website complies with guidelines for publications including accessibility, data protection, respect 

for intellectual property rights, privacy policies and copyright law. Personal information relating to 

staff and pupils is not published on the website.  

 

12. Use of devices  

School-owned devices 

Staff members are issued with the following devices to assist with their work: 

• IPad Pro or Ipad  

• Macbook (TL and SLT) 

• Mobile Phone (Safeguarding Team and SLT) 

 

 



Pupils (Year 1 to 6) are provided with 1:1 Ipads as necessary to assist in teaching and learning.  

School-owned devices are used in accordance with the Acceptable Use Policy. Staff and pupils are not 

permitted to connect school-owned devices to public Wi-Fi networks. All school-owned devices are 

password protected. All mobile school-owned devices are fitted with tracking software to ensure they 

can be retrieved if lost or stolen. All school-owned devices are fitted with software to ensure they can 

be remotely accessed, in case data on the device needs to be protected, retrieved or erased.  

No software, apps or other programmes can be downloaded onto a device without authorisation from 

ICT technicians.  

Cases of staff members or pupils found to be misusing school-owned devices will be managed in line 

with the Disciplinary Policy and Behaviour Policy respectively.  

Personal devices 

Staff members are not permitted to use their personal devices during lesson time, other than in an 

emergency, as agreed with SLT in advance. Staff members are not permitted to use their personal 

devices to take photos or videos of pupils.  

Staff members report concerns about their colleagues’ use of personal devices on the school premises 

in line with the Allegations of Abuse Against Staff Policy. If a member of staff is thought to have illegal 

content saved or stored on a personal device, or to have committed an offence using a personal 

device, the headteacher will inform the police and action will be taken in line with the Allegations of 

Abuse Against Staff Policy.  

Pupils are not permitted to use their personal devices in school. During the school day, pupil’s mobile 

phones are locked away. School do not accept any liability for the loss, damage or theft of a pupil’s 

mobile device. Smart watches are not permitted. If a staff member reasonably believes a pupil’s 

personal device has been used to commit an offence or may provide evidence relating to an offence, 

the device will be handed to the police.  

 

13. Monitoring and review  

The school recognises that the online world is constantly changing; therefore, the DSL, ICT Support 

and the headteacher will conduct half-termly light-touch reviews of this policy to evaluate its 

effectiveness.  

The governing board, headteacher and DSL review this policy in full on an annual basis and following 

any online safety incidents.  

The next scheduled review date for this policy is September 2023.   

Any changes made to this policy are communicated to all members of the school community and our 

ICT Support providers. 

 



Appendix A 

Reviewing E-Safety Measures 

There are four important elements to creating an e-safe environment, often referred to as the 

PIES model: 

P Comprehensive policies supported by consistent practices 

I A safe and secure technology infrastructure 

E Education and training for all members of the school or learning community 

S Standards and inspection 

 

 

By regularly reviewing our approach in school to each of these areas it will ensure that 

school e-safety measures are appropriate and effective. 

Questions that school constantly ask: 

Policies and practice  

• Do we have a set of robust policies and practices?  
• Do we have an acceptable use policy (AUP)? Is everyone aware of it?  
• Does our anti-bullying policy include references to cyber bullying?  
• Do we have effective sanctions in place for breaches of the policy?  

 

 

Standards 
& 

Inspection

Policies & 
Practices

Infrastructure 
& Technology

Education & 
Training

http://www.nextgenerationlearning.org.uk/safeguarding-learners/Case-studies/Acceptable-use-policies/


 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Infrastructure 

• Is our network safe and secure?  

• Do we use an accredited internet service provider?  

• Do we use a filtering/monitoring product? 

Education and training 

• How do our children receive e-safety education?  
• Do all our staff and helpers receive training on e-safety awareness?  
• Do our leadership team and governors have adequate awareness of e-safety issues?  
• Do we have a single point of contact in the school for all e-safety issues?  
• Does everyone know who it is? 

Standards and inspection 

• Have we conducted an audit of our e-safety measures?  
• Do we monitor, review and evaluate all of the above? 

 

 

http://www.nextgenerationlearning.org.uk/safeguarding-learners/Case-studies/Accredited-internet-suppliers/

